
A BRIEF HISTORY OF HCI

As a graduate student of HCI, I've found that exploring the history and trajectory of the field has enriched my
understanding of UX. It's helped.

A display design should minimize this cost by allowing for frequently accessed sources to be located at the
nearest possible position. The Macintosh included a "Resource Editor" which allowed widgets to be placed
and edited. Rather, it manages innovation to ensure that human values and human priorities are advanced, and
not diminished through new technology. So, communications among people became easier. Engelbart, D. It
contained the seeds of myriad important interface ideas. Some principles may seem to be conflicting, and there
is no simple solution to say that one principle is more important than another. However, close display
proximity can be harmful by causing too much clutter. Another important argument in favor of HCI research
in universities is that computer science students need to know about user interface issues. Avoid absolute
judgment limits. A reduction in errors, a reduction in required training time, an increase in efficiency, and an
increase in user satisfaction are a few of the many potential benefits that can be achieved through utilization of
these principles. Springer, pages  For more discussion of the drift table project, see Boucher, A. The principles
may be tailored to a specific design or situation. If a signal is presented contrary to the user's expectation,
more physical evidence of that signal may need to be presented to assure that it is understood correctly.
Desktop computing is still very important, though the desktop habitat has been transformed by the wide use of
laptops. It has allowed HCI to successfully cultivate respect for the diversity of skills and concepts that
underlie innovative technology development, and to regularly transcend disciplinary obstacles. See, for
example, [34] for a survey of the early work. See section "Exceptions" in the copyright terms below. The
broad project of cognitive science, which incorporated cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence, linguistics,
cognitive anthropology, and the philosophy of mind, had formed at the end of the s. Waller V. As a result,
HCI expanded to adopt the expertise of sociologists, anthropologists, and psychologists so they could study
the social components of human-computer interaction. Because human-computer interaction studies a human
and a machine in communication, it draws from supporting knowledge on both the machine and the human
side. We help create technologies that facilitate social activity and that enrich the human experience through
communication and knowledge sharing. Children learn these concepts and skills routinely. Kay, A. This is
simply not true. As computers became communication tools, mental models could not longer explain the
broader context of computer use. A motivation for this article is to overcome the mistaken impression that
much of the important work in Human-Computer Interaction occurred in industry, and if university research in
Human-Computer Interaction is not supported, then industry will just carry on anyway. The broad project of
cognitive science, which incorporated cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence , linguistics, cognitive
anthropology, and the philosophy of mind, had formed at the end of the s. Meanwhile, the overlapping areas
only concern themselves with the processes pertaining to their interaction.


